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Welcome to Gilt Edge Industries Flooring Catalogue Adhesive .

Gilt Edge Industries Limited is a solutions driven trade based distribution company 
providing the highest levels of support and service to the New Zealand Flooring and 
Construction .sector 

Established in 1969, Gilt Edge Industries Limited specialises in supplying an extensive 
range of �ooring preparation and installation accessory products to the New Zealand 
Flooring and Construction sectors.
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For further information please contact your local Gilt Edge Industries representative 
or visit us at www.giltedge.co.nz.



Giltgrip 22 (GG22) is a water-based Latex adhesive with low VOC and has been

specifically formulated to provide extra open time for positioning of long runs of

commercial carpet before it develops its “leggy” grab and holding power for jute &

action backed tufted carpets, woven wilton & axminster carpets and most needle-

punched carpets.

Available in 15 Litre

* Approx. Coverage = 3-5 m²/Litre

Roberts 80 (R80) A high solids, fast tack latex based formulation for adhering ju
 

te

(hessian), latex a, ction BacTM backed carpets and woven/axminster carpets in both

direct stick and double-bond  installations.

Available in 20 Litre

* Approx. Coverage = 3-4 m²/Litre

Uzin 57 (UZ5714) Very low emission dispersion adhesive with strong thread formation,

excellent grab and high final strength. Suitable for almost any type of textile floor

covering including materials that are stiff and difficult to bond – for interior use.

Available in 14kg

* Approx. Coverage = 1.75 -3.5 m²/kg

CARPET ADHESIVES

CARPET DIRECT & DOUBLE STICK

SISAL

*
 .details further for 833 445 0800 on Industries Edge Gilt call

or details specific for sheet data technical to refer Please   rates. coverage for guideline a is information above The N.B 

 



Available in 02 Litre 

* Approx. Coverage = 2 6-  m²/Litre

Giltgrip 66 (GG66) Giltgrip 66 Pressure Sensitive adhesive lis ow in VOC and has been

developed for the installation of vinyl composition tiles. It is also suitable for the

installation cof arp tet iles and slab underlay’s used in the double bond carpet

installation. It has good plasticiser resistance.

Available in 15 Litre

* Approx. Coverage = 5-7 m²/Litre

Polymer 999 (R999) Polymer 999 Pressure Sensitive is a pure acrylic solvent free, non

staining co-polymer adhesive designed to provide a permanent tacky pressure sensitive

film. For bondin cg arpet an vd inyl floor tiles where a re-peelable job is required. Also

u installations. stick double insed

Available in 20 Litre

* Approx. Coverage =  6- 8 m²/Litre

Intertac (IFITAC15) Intertac is a solvent free, lo  w odou  lowr, VOC pressure sensitive

adhesive specially formulated for installing glass back carpet tiles. (Specifically Interface

Carpet Tiles)

Available in 15 Litre

* Approx. Coverage = 5-14 m²/Litre

CARPET  ADHESIVES 

SISAL

CARPET TILE

*
 details. further for 833 445 0800 on Industries Edge Giltcall  

or details specific for sheet data technical to refer Please   rates. coverage for guideline a is information above The N.B 
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Giltgrip 777 (GG777) Giltgrip 777 is a solvent based trowel applied adhesive for bonding

synthetic backed carpet on to concrete or timber. Giltgrip 777 has an exceptionally

strong initial grab and gap filling to ensure the best possible bond to most interior

surfaces. It exhibits good water resistant bonds and water damage even after 5 hours

will not affect the bond even if the adhesive becomes flooded.

Available in 20 Litre

* Approx. Coverage = 2 m²/Litre

Uzin 57 (UZ5714) Very low emission dispersion adhesive with strong thread formation,

excellent grab and high final strength. Suitable for almost any type of textile floor

covering including materials that are stiff and difficult to bond – for interior use.

Available in 1 kg4

* Approx. Coverage = 1.75 - 3.5 m²/kg

Roberts 6037 (R6037) Roberts 6037 Synthetic Carpet Adhesive is an all-weather solvent

based (flammable) adhesive specifically formulated for the indoor, or outdoor

installation of non-stretch open weave polypropylene or rubber backed synthetic

carpets. It will bond securely to cured concrete, timber, asphalt, exterior grade wood

and other clean paved surfa .ces

Available in 20 Litre

* Approx. Coverage = 2-4 m²/Litre

Bostik Synthetic Carpet Bond (BOSGGSCB20) Bostik Synthetic Carpet Bond SCB is a

strong, tacky flooring adhesive developed for bonding synthetic carpet on most common

flooring materials, such as plywood, concrete etc. It is also designed as one way wet

stick and exhibit good wetting and penetration on difficult surfaces such as polyolefin

carpet backin .g

Available in 20 Litre

* Approx. Coverage = 3-5 m²/Litre

CARPET ADHESIVES

NEEDLE PUNCH (Garage Carpet) 

*
 details. further for 833 445 0800 on Industries Edge Gilt call 

or details specific for sheet data technical to refer Please   rates. coverage for guideline a is information above The N.B 



Giltgrip 88 (GG88) Giltgrip 88 PVC Tile & Vinyl Adhesive is a high performance, low VOC,
acrylic based adhesive specifically designed for the installation of PVC planks and tiles. It
is also ideal for the installation of commercial and domestic sheet vinyl. This low VOC
formulation exhibits excellent plasticiser resistance and is formulated to provide quick
initial grab. It is not recommended for the installation of linoleum.  

Available in 15 Litre
* Approx. Coverage = 5 m²/Litre

Giltgrip Universal Premium (GGUP15) Giltgrip Universal Premium vinyl adhesive is
a water based trowelable adhesive for bonding most types of so t floor coverings - vinyls 
and carpets. It is formulated on special polymer emulsions and tackifiers which enables 
the widest options in usage. Giltgrip Universal Premium vinyl adhesive offers a tough 
cured bond and displays high early bond strength. It is especially formulated to be highly 
resistant to plasticizer migration from vinyls, and will not show migration staining.

Available in 15 Litre   * Approx. Coverage = 3-5 m²/Litre

Polymer 265 (R265) Polymer 265 Vinyl Adhesive is a co-polymer acrylic emulsion with 
excellent plasticiser resistance and non-staining properties. It is protected against bio-
degradation, withstands normal wet cleaning practices and is suitable for use over 
underfloor heating installations.

Available in 500ml, 1, 2 , 4, 15 & 20 Litre     * Approx. Coverage = 3-5 m²/Litre

RESILIENT FLOORING ADHESIVES
SHEET VINYL

*
 details. further for 833 445 0800 on Industries Edge Gilt call 

or details specific for sheet data technical to refer Please   rates. coverage for guideline a is information above The N.B 



Uzin 2000s (UZKE2000S) Strong dispersion-based adhesive with latest raw material 
technology with shortest open time and nonetheless long installation time for 
application a pressure sensitive, a wet set adhesive and double-drop bonding method. 
Special adhesive for PVC and rubber flooring in commercial projects as well as universal 
adhesive for all common floor covering types. For use on floors and walls. For interior

applications.

Available in 14kg
* Approx. Coverage = 2-4.5 m²/kg

Uzin WK222 (UZWK2226) Powerful contact adhesive with short open time and 
immediate load-bearing. For skirting as well as all common types of floor covering on 
absorbent and non-absorbent substrates. UZIN WK 222 allows processing without 

solvent involvement. Handling, technical options and applications correspond to a 
solvent-based neoprene adhesive. For interior areas only.

Available in 6kg

* Approx. Coverage = 2.5 m²/kg

Uzin KE66 (UZKE66) Resin-free wet-bed dispersion adhesive for PVC and rubber 
floorings on absorbent surfaces. With very low open time, easy application and excellent 
suction, e.g. when installing design boards. Reduces the residual indentation of elastic 
flooring to a minimum. For interior use.

Available in 14kg

* Approx. Coverage = 2.5 4-  m²/kg

RESILIENT FLOORING ADHESIVES

SHEET VINYL

*
 details. further for 833 445 0800 on Industries Edge Gilt call

or details specific for sheet data technical to refer Please   rates. coverage for guideline a is information above The N.B 

Uzin KR430 (UZKR430) 2 Part flexible polyurethane adhesive for rubber floor coverings,
linoleum and HD sports flooring systems. Can be use as adhesive for floor coverings
with goods handling trolleys. Adhesive for Normament and Regupol rubber flooring.
Very high final bond strength. Hot and cold resistant. Prime substrates with
PE460 for wet area installations. 

Available in 3 & 8 kg
* Approx. Coverage = 1.75 - 3 m²/kg

Uzin KE68 (UZKE68) Uzin KE 68 is a single component high performance “urethane type” 
adhesive that is suited to a large range of installations requiring high dimensional stability 
in extreme conditions such as sun drenched areas, high point loading and areas requiring 
water resistance from the top of the floorcoverings (wet areas/internal).

8.5kg
* Approx. Coverage = 250-450 g/m2



Giltgrip 88 (GG88) Giltgrip 88 PVC Tile & Vinyl Adhesive is a high performance, low VOC,
acrylic based adhesive specifically designed for the installation of PVC planks and tiles. It
is also ideal for the installation of commercial and domestic sheet vinyl. This low VOC
formulation exhibits excellent plasticiser resistance and is formulated to provide quick
initial grab. It is not recommended for the installation of linoleum.  

Available in 15 Litre
* Approx. Coverage = 5 m²/Litre

Giltgrip Universal Premiu (m GGUP1 )5 - Giltgrip Universal Premium Vinyl Adhesive is
a wat  er based trowel able adhesive for bonding most types of soft floor coverings - vinyl’s
and carpets. It is formulated on special polymer emulsions and tackifiers which enables
the widest options in usage. Giltgrip Universal Premium Vinyl Adhesive offers a tough
cured bond and displays high early bond strength. It is specially formulated to be highly
resistant to plasticizer migration from vinyl’s, and will not show migration staining.

Available in 15 Litre
* Approx. Coverage = 3- 5 m²/Litre

Uzin KE66 (UZKE66) Resin-free wet-bed dispersion adhesive for PVC and rubber
floorings on absorbent surfaces. With very low open time, easy application and excellent
suction, e.g. when installing design boards. Reduces the residual indentation of elastic
flooring to a minimum. For interior use.

Available in 14kg
* Approx. Coverage = 2.5 4-  m²/kg

Uzin KR430 (UZKR430) 2 Part flexible polyurethane adhesive for rubber floor coverings,
linoleum and HD sports flooring systems. Can be use as adhesive for floor coverings
with goods handling trolleys. Adhesive for Normament and Regupol rubber flooring.
Very high final bond strength. Hot and cold resistant. Prime substrates with
PE460 for wet area  installations.

Available in 3 &  8 kg
* Approx. Coverage = 1.75  3 - m²/kg

RESILIENT FLOORING ADHESIVES
(LVT) LUXURY VINYL TILE

*
 details. further for 833 445 0800 on Industries Edge Gilt call

or details specific for sheet data technical to refer Please   rates. coverage for guideline a is information above The N.B 

Uzin KR430 (UZKR430) 2 Part flexible polyurethane adhesive for rubber floor coverings,
linoleum and HD sports flooring systems. Can be use as adhesive for floor coverings
with goods handling trolleys. Adhesive for Normament and Regupol rubber flooring.
Very high final bond strength. Hot and cold resistant. Prime substrates with
PE460 for wet area installations. 

Available in 3 & 8 kg
* Approx. Coverage = 1.75 - 3 m²/kg

Uzin KE68 (UZKE68) Uzin KE 68 is a single component high performance “urethane type” 
adhesive that is suited to a large range of installations requiring high dimensional stability 
in extreme conditions such as sun drenched areas, high point loading and areas requiring 
water resistance from the top of the floorcoverings (wet areas/internal).

8.5kg
* Approx. Coverage = 250-450 g/m2



Uzin KE2000SL (UZKE2000SL) Very low emission, electrically conductive wet and
adhesion bed dispersion based adhesive for the installation of conductive PVC, rubber,
linoleum and textile flooring on absorbent and non absorbent substrates. With short
open times and ahe vy duty use.    

Available in 14kg
* Approx. Coverage = 2-4.5 m²/kg

Giltgrip Universal Premium GGUP15 - Giltgrip Universal Premiu vm iny al dhesive is a
water based trowel able adhesive for bonding most types of soft floor coverings - vinyl’s
and carpets. It is formulated on special polymer emulsions and tackifiers which enables
the widest options in usage. Giltgrip Universal Premiu vm iny al dhesive offers a tough
cured bond and displays high early bond strength. It is specially formulated to be highly
resistant to plasticizer migration from vinyl’s, and will not show migration staining.

Available in 15 Litre
* Approx. Coverage = 3- 5 m²/Litre

Uzin 2000S (UZKE2000S) Strong dispersion-based adhesive with latest raw material
technology with shortest open time and nonetheless long installation time for
application a pressure sensitive, a wet set adhesive and double-drop bonding method.
Special adhesive for PVC and rubber flooring in commercial projects as well as universal
adhesive for all common floor covering types. For use on floors and walls. For interior
application  thick. 3.2mm  toUp.s

Available in 14kg
* Approx. Coverage = 2-4.5 m²/kg

RESILIENT FLOORING ADHESIVES
SHEET VINYL ANTISTATIC

LINOLEUM/MAMOLEUM

*
details. further for 833 445 0800 on Industries Edge Gilt call

or details specific for sheet data technical to refer Please   rates. coverage for guideline a is information above The N.B 



Giltgrip 88 (GG88) Giltgrip 88 PVC Tile & Vinyl Adhesive is a high performance, low VOC,

acrylic based adhesive specifically designed for the installation of PVC planks and tiles. It

is also ideal for the installation of commercial and domestic sheet vinyl. This low VOC

formulation exhibits excellent plasticiser resistance and is formulated to provide quick

initial grab. It is not recommended for the installation of linoleum.  

Available in 15 Litre

* Approx. Coverage = 5 m²/Litre

Giltgrip Universal Premiu (m GGUP1 )5 - Giltgrip Universal Premium Vinyl Adhesive is

a wat  er based trowel able adhesive for bonding most types of soft floor coverings - vinyl’s

and carpets. It is formulated on special polymer emulsions and tackifiers which enables

the widest options in usage. Giltgrip Universal Premium Vinyl Adhesive offers a tough

cured bond and displays high early bond strength. It is specially formulated to be highly

resistant to plasticizer migration from vinyl’s, and will not show migration staining.

Available in 15 Litre

* Approx. Coverage = 3- 5 m²/Litre

Uzin KE66 (UZKE66) Resin-free wet-bed dispersion adhesive for PVC and rubber

floorings on absorbent surfaces. With very low open time, easy application and excellent

suction, e.g. when installing design boards. Reduces the residual indentation of elastic

flooring to a minimum. For interior use.

Available in 14kg

* Approx. Coverage = 2.5 4-  m²/kg

Uzin KR430 (UZKR430) 2 Part flexible polyurethane adhesive for rubber floor coverings,

linoleum and HD sports flooring systems. Can be use as adhesive for floor coverings

with goods handling trolleys. Adhesive for Normament and Regupol rubber flooring.

Very high final bond strength. Hot and cold resistant. Prime substrates with

PE460 for wet area  installations.

Available in 3 &  8 kg

* Approx. Coverage = 1.75  3 - m²/kg

Polymer 8001 (R8001) Is a brown coloured 2 part polyurethane adhesive. Used to bond 

vinyl, synthetic rubber, timber and various outdoor floorings. Most common building 

substrates including conrete, timber and steel providing a bond highly resistant to water 

and most common chemicals.

Available 2.5, 5 & 10kg

* Approx. Coverage = 2-2.50 m²/kg

RESILIENT FLOORING ADHESIVES
(LVT) LUXURY VINYL TILE

*
 details. further for 833 445 0800 on Industries Edge Gilt call

or details specific for sheet data technical to refer Please   rates. coverage for guideline a is information above The N.B 



Giltgrip 66 (GG66) - Giltgrip 66 Pressure Sensitive adhesive is Low in VOC and has been

developed for the installation of vinyl composition tiles. It is also suitable for the

installation cof arp tet iles and slab underlay’s used in the double bond carpet

installation. It has good plasticiser resistance.

Available in 15 Litre

* Approx. Coverage = 5-7 m²/Litre

Polymer 999 (R999) Polymer 999 Pressure Sensitive is a pure acrylic solvent free, non

staining co-polymer adhesive designed to provide a permanent tacky pressure sensitive

film. For bondin cg arpet an vd inyl floor tiles where a re-peelable job is required. Also

used for the installation sof l rab ubber carpet underlay used in dthe oub sle tick

installation system.

Available in 20 Litre

* Approx. Coverage = 6- 8 m²/Litre

VCT Tile Adhesive (FSPS820) Water based acrylic adhesive for indoor applications.   For 

installation of VCT - Excelon vinyl composition tile.   Bonds to clean, dry, smooth and 

hard c oncrete, m asonite  , plywood and f ibre c ement underlay.

Available in 20 Litre

* Approx. Coverage = 8-10 m²/Litre

Uzin KR430 (UZKR430) 2 Part flexible polyurethane adhesive for rubber floor coverings,

linoleum and HD sports flooring systems. Can be use as adhesive for floor coverings

with goods handling trolleys. Adhesive for Normament and Regupol rubber flooring.

Very high final bond strength. Hot and cold resistant. Prime substrates with

PE460 for wet area installations.

Available in 3 or 8 kg

* Approx. Coverage = 1.75  3 - m²/kg

RESILIENT FLOORING ADHESIVES
(VCT) VINYL COMPOSITE TILE

*
 details. further for 833 445 0800 on Industries Edge Gilt call

or details specific for sheet data technical to refer Please   rates. coverage for guideline a is information above The N.B 

* For only VCT's Armstong 



Giltgrip Tensor Grip X40 Acoustic (GGTXG40) Developed in conjuction with the acoustic 

industry for all acoustic panel bonding applications. Tensor Grip X40 Acoustic Adhesive is 

a fast drying contact adhesive, suitable for all types of acoustic panel installation and 

applications including in house and on site bonding processes.

Available in 17.  Litre )(22kg5

* Approx. Coverage = 230m2 canister per 

WALL PANELLING ADHESIVE

COMPOSITION BOARD - Acoustic/Wall Panelling

*
details. further for 833 445 0800 on Industries Edge Gilt call

or details specific for sheet data technical to refer Please   rates. coverage for guideline a is information above The N.B 

Giltgrip Tensor Grip X41 (GGSGS41C) TENSOR GRIP X41 was formulated to provide a 
non-chlorinated adhesive for high-strength applications in the acoustic lining industry. 
X41 has extreme tack performance, a long open time and highly controllable spray 
pattern enabling fast acoustic panel installations with the advantage of low adhesive 
odour.

Available in 17.5kg (22 Litre) 
* Approx. Coverage = 230m2 per canister



Giltgrip 500 (AFGG500) - Giltgrip 500 is a multi purpose high strength contact adhesive,

with a wide range of applications. It has been specially developed for commercial

contractors. Its versatile application methods and long working time make it ideal for

bonding large areas. Giltgrip 500 gives a heavy glue linewhich results in exceptional

performance and superior bond strength.

Available in 20 Litre

* Approx. Coverage = 4-6 m²/Litre

Ados F22 Long Tack (AF22) ADOS F22 is an outstanding high-performance contact

adhesive that has been optimised for brushing. Its long tack allows more working time

and its high viscosity makes it suitable for coverage of porous surfaces. The high bond

strength, versatility, durability and ease of application make it ideal for a wide range of

installation, manufacture or repair applications.

Available in  & 4 1, 20 Litre
* Approx. Coverage = 4-6 m²/Litre

Ados F86 Vinyl Flooring Spray (AF86) - ADOS F86 is a multi purpose spray grade contact

adhesive, with a wide range of applications. It has been specially formulated for spraying

and is very low misting when used with either air driven or airless spray equipment.

Convenient and economical spraying, combined with its long working time, make it ideal

for bonding large areas.

Available in 20 Litre

* Approx. Coverage = 4-6 m²/Litre

Bostik 1222 Contact Brushable (BOS122220L) Bostik 1222 Brushable or Sprayable

Contact Adhesive. A general purpose contact adhesive formulated to give high bond

strength and high heat resistance. It is recommended for the bonding of plastic

laminates & is an excellent choice for the adhesion of roofing butyl membrane. It can be

used for the bonding of carpet, cotton backed sheet vinyls & stair nosings. It is an

excellent sole CEM attaching cement and is recommended for use on leather,
 

 resin

 
Available in 1, 4 & 20 Litre

* Approx. Coverage = 4-9 m²/Litre

Uzin WK222 (UZWK2226) Powerful contact adhesive with short open time and 

immediate load-bearing. For skirting as well as all common types of floor covering on 

absorbent & non-absorbent substrates. UZIN WK 222 allows processing without solvent 

involvement. Handling, technical options & applications correspond to a solvent-based 

neoprene adhesive. Interior only.

Available in 6kg

* Approx. Coverage = 2.5 m²/kg

COVINGS AND SKIRTINGS

CONTACT ADHESIVES

*
 details. further for 833 445 0800 on Industries Edge Gilt call 

   or details specific for sheet data technical to refer Please   rates. coverage for guideline a is information above The N.B 

rubber  E.V.A. and 



Giltgrip Super C  (UGGS 600UPC ) - A single pack high strength low foaming moisture 

curing polyurethane based adhesive.  Bonding most types of resilient and rubber 

flooring/underlay/acoustic products to concrete and timber substrates.  Due to the 

highly variable nature of rubber and resilient products in the market, contractors should 

test lay a typical sample and do a destructive pull test to confirm adequate adhesion to a 

given substrate.

Available in 600gm  

* Approx. Coverage = 2 3-  600gmm²/

Uzin KE66 (UZKE66) Resin-free wet-bed dispersion adhesive for PVC and rubber

floorings on absorbent surfaces. With very low open time, easy application and excellent

suction, e.g. when installing design boards. Reduces the residual indentation of elastic

flooring to a minimum. Rubber flooring up to  4mm thick. For interior use.

Available in 14kg

* Approx. Coverage = 2.5 4-  m²/kg

Uzin 2000s (UZKE2000S) Strong dispersion-based adhesive with latest raw material

technology with shortest open time and nonetheless long installation time for

application a pressure sensitive, a wet set adhesive and double-drop bonding method.

Special adhesive for PVC and rubber flooring in commercial projects as well as universal

adhesive for all common floor covering types. For use on floors and walls. Rubber

flooring up to 4mm thick. For interior application .s

Available in 14KG

* Approx. Coverage = 2-4.5 m²/kg

Uzin KR430 (UZKR430) 2 Part flexible polyurethane adhesive for rubber floor coverings,

linoleum and HD sports flooring systems. Can be use as adhesive for floor coverings

with goods handling trolleys. Adhesive for Normament and Regupol rubber flooring.

Very high final bond strength. Hot and cold resistant. Rubber Flooring up to 12mm

thick. Prime substrates with PE460 for wet area   installations.

Available in 3 or 8 kg

* Approx. Coverage = 1.75 3-  m²/kg

RUBBER FLOORING ADHESIVES

RUBBER

*
 details. further for 833 445 0800 on Industries Edge Gilt call 

   or details specific for sheet data technical to refer Please   rates. coverage for guideline a is information above The N.B 



Bostik Ultraset (BOSULT) is a one part, solvent free, polyurethane  elastomeric adhesive, 

formulated to adhere to most types of wood, parquet, strip and sheet timber flooring 

systems to concrete, timber or over exisiting floors.   Solvent free, no mixing, read to 

use, one component, flexible, easy to spread and excellant acoustic propertie .s

Available in 600ml or 15 Litre

* Approx. Coverage = 1.3-1.4 m²/Litre

Selleys Liquid Nails Direct (SLNDS14) - Bonding timber overlay, parquet and composite 

flooring, timber, MDF particle board and concrete.   Ideal for use in multi level dwellings 

to limit impact noise transmission through timber overlay flooring.

Available in 14kg

* Approx. Coverage = 1.5-2 kgm²/

TIMBER FLOORING ADHESIVES

TIMBER

*
 details. further for 833 445 0800 on Industries Edge Gilt call 

or details specific for sheet data technical to refer Please   rates. coverage for guideline a is information above The N.B 

Uzin MK 95 (UZMK95) Is a one compennt PUR wood flooring adhesive with hard elastic 

adhesive ridge and foaming properties.  Specifically for the installation of large format 

wood flooring types and wood block flooring.

* Indent only

Available in 16kg - * Indent Only
* Approx. Coverage = 1.0-1.2 m²/kg



Polymer 1000 (R100010) Polymer 1000 Cork/Carpet Adhesive is a water-based natural

rubber latex adhesive. It is protected against bio-degradation, withstands normal wet

cleaning practices and is suitable for use over underfloor heating installation .s

Available in 10 Litre

* Approx. Coverage = 3-4 m²/Litre

Giltgrip Universal Premium Vinyl (GGUP15) Giltgrip Universal Premiu vm iny al dhesive is

a water based trowelable adhesive for bonding most types of soft floor coverings - vinyls

and carpets. It is formulated on special polymer emulsions and tackifiers which enables

the widest options in usage.Giltgrip Universal Premiu vm iny al dhesive offers a tough

cured bond and displays high early bond strength. It is especially formulated to be highly

resistant to plasticizer migration from vinyls, and will not show migration stainin .g

Available in 15 Litre

* Approx. Coverage = 3-5 m²/Litr  e

 

 
 

 

  

 

CORK FLOORING ADHESIVES

 

CORK

EPOXIES

 

 

*
 details. further for 833 445 0800 on Industries Edge Gilt call

    or details specific for sheet data technical to refer Please   rates. coverage for guideline a is information above The N.B 



Bostik Safe Tech Safe Fix (BOSSF430) is a general purpose, nil  odour,   solvent free 
construction adhesive.   It is suitable for bonding all wall panels to vertical studs or 

overhead joints.   It is virtually a universal adhesive for any general construction 

purpose. The VOC levelof 9 gms/L means it can confidentally be specified for any 

building complian to NZGBC requirements.   The final cured polymer is a tough, elastic 

material resulting in exceptionally high bond strength and excellant adhesin and 

movement capability of various substrates, indoor and outdoor , wet or dry.

Available in 430gm

Coverage = 5mm bead - 1 LM5  per cartridge

Bostik Simson ISR70-08 (BOSSIMMAR290) is a high quality permanent elastic adhesive 

based on Silyl Modified Polymer (SMP), suitable for bonding windows in e.g buses and 

trains.  This product exhibits a very good adhesion performance on a wide variety of 

substrates and are paint compatible with common industrial paints.

Available in 290ml

Coverage  cartridge per LM9 - bead 5mm = 

Bostik Tuf as Nails (BOSTUF) - Perfect for bonding steel, alumimium and other materials 

to hardboard, plasterboard, cement sheet, timber and concrete.   Excellent for bonding 

solvent sensitive surfaces such as mirror backings, adhesive of choice for acrylic shower 

linings.

Available in 385ml

Coverage = 5mm bead - 22 LM-24  per cartridge

Bostik Wallboard Gold (BOSWBG) - The original Bostik Gold Strength adhesive for fixing 

wallboard, floor panels directly to joists, framing and joists and multiple fixing jobs 

indoor and outdoor.  Adheres to a wide range of substrates including timber, metal, 

gypsum, masonary, steel, aluminium, formica, particle board, plaster board and 

floorboard.

Available in 375ml & 600ml

Coverage = 5mm bead - 22-2 LM4  per 375ml Cartrige or 30-32LM  per 600ml sausage

Giltgrip 60 (GG60) is ideal for bonding carpet gripper, woods, metal trims, metal 

nosings, aluminium and many other types of products where a quick bond is required to 

concrete, timber and most other common building substrates.  Giltgrip 60 has excellent 

resistance to high termperatures and water.

Available in 500ml

CONSTRUCTION ADHESIVES

CNSRUCTIONADHESIVES
POLYURTHANESCONSTRUCTION

*
 details. further for 833 445 0800 on Industries Edge Gilt call   

 or details specific for sheet data technical to refer Please   rates. coverage for guideline a is information above The N.B 



Uzin KR430 (UZKR430) 2 Part flexible polyurethane adhesive for rubber floor coverings,
linoleum and HD sports flooring systems. Can be use as adhesive for floor coverings
with goods handling trolleys. Adhesive for Normament and Regupol rubber flooring.
Very high final bond strength. Hot and cold resistant. Prime substrates with
PE460 for wet area  installations.

Available in 3 & 8 kg
* Approx. Coverage = 1.75-3  m²/kg

MISCELLANEOUS/OTHER 
HANESPOLYURETHANES

*
 details. further for 833 445 0800 on Industries Edge Gilt call   

 or details specific for sheet data technical to refer Please   rates. coverage for guideline a is information above The N.B 

EPOXIES 

 

Kit  chart. rate spread & Gloves Sand, Hardener, Resin, includes: 

,

Gilt  to formulated system epoxy an is - (GGEPOXY13) 13kg Kit Epoxy Repair Grip 
provide  materials. building common other and wood concrete, to repair damage 
Structural   building common and concrete in cracks of refill and adhesive-repair 
products.  damaged in voids Fills   nosing;s. joint ramps, areas, strength impact High 
or  plates. base and bolts bearing load bars, starter Grouting   concrete. spalled 
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